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SAN ISIDRO DE CORONA-DÓ, Costa Rica (UPI) — Central America’s five presidents, after a rocky 2 1/2-day summit, signed an ambitious peace agreement Tuesday calling for the immediate dismantling of the U.S.-backed Nicaraguan Contras and a cease-fire in El Salvador’s civil war.

The call for the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front to end hostilities in El Salvador was the most explicit support Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega has given to the U.S.-backed government of Salvadoran President Alfredo Cristiani.

The Salvadoran rebel high command rejected the peace accord in a statement Tuesday, and asked instead that U.N. Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar mediate an end to the country’s decade-old civil war. An earlier rebel radio broadcast said they would accept a cease-fire if there was international supervision.

“We reject with indignation the declarations of perversely biased people who seek to take advantage of human rights in the region,” a statement signed by the top five rebel commanders said. The presidents’ joint statement also urged that funds earmarked for the Nicaraguan resistance be turned over to a joint United Nations-Organization of American States commission formed in August to oversee the disbanding of the 10,000-member Contra army.

Paul Reicher, an American lawyer who advises Nicaragua, said the accord would obligate all who support the Contras, including the United States, to channel funds through the International Commission for Support and Verification, known by its Spanish acronym CIAY.

“The government of Nicaragua is extremely satisfied with this agreement,” Reicher said. “The agreement virtually guarantees demobilization of the Contras.”

In Washington, however, White House press secretary Marlin Fitzwater said the administration had “some concerns” about the agreement.

“Based on what’s happening, we’re clinically skeptical,” he said. “We want to be convinced and we would like to see the cease-fire discussions be continued and we’d like to see some more evidence of a free and fair election process.”

He said the United States was pleased, however, by Ortega’s comments among guerrillas in El Salvador. Fitzwater had no comments on the aid money question.

The accord was signed in a ceremony attended by the presidents of Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and El Salvador.

Mauricio Sandoval, El Salvador’s information secretary, said his government is “very happy” with the accord.

See PEACE, Page 11

Education

summit
planned

By Jackie Spinner
Staaf Writer

Illinois educators will gather at the Governor’s mansion this morning in Springfield for a statewide education summit.

Gov. James R. Thompson said in a press release that the summit is being held in response to President George Bush’s national education summit that Thompson and other U.S. governors attended in September.

“In this ever-changing competitive world economy, we must invest in our children, educate them and prepare them to be leaders of the next century,” Thompson said. “As the world changes, so do the priorities in education.”

Of the 57 educators, union leaders and legislators invited to the conference, SIU Chancellor Lawrence K. Penix, SIU-C College of Education Dean Donald Beggs and SIU Board of Trustees Chairman A.D. VanMeter also are invited to the summit.

Thompson said the participants in the summit will discuss goals for Illinois schools, including recruiting and training teachers, keeping schools open, upgrading literacy, improving math and science skills, and reducing the dropout rate.

Beggs said he expects a great deal of discussion on the new state law that will require undergraduates to be assessed before entering a higher education program and after completing a program.

See SUMMIT, Page 11

City’s plans for growth
ready to soar into ’90s

By Lisa Miller
Staff Writer

Carbondale is growing and expanding into the 1990s. The year may be nearing the end, but city projects and developments are ready for takeoff.

With a strong local economy, officials are working to make Carbondale one of the chief cities in Southern Illinois. The once sleepy little railroad town has turned into a major city with more to offer than just a University. Although Carbondale’s main See CITY, Page 11

Let there be light

South Locust Avenue in West Frankfort is transformed into Candy Cane Lane by residents who decorate their homes with tree lights, Santa Claus and huge candy canes. See related story on page 3.

Baker visits East Germany

in support of recent reforms

POTS DAM, East Germany (UPI) — Secretary of State James Baker made a surprise trip to East Germany Tuesday — the first ever by a U.S. official — and held high-level talks aimed at sending “a political signal” of U.S. support for the nation’s democratic reforms.

Baker, whose visit was announced only hours beforehand, met with East German Premier Hans Modrow for about an hour at a hotel conference room, then drove a few hundred yards to the 19th-century Nikolai church, where he met a group of opposition leaders who are expected to participate in the May 6 elections.

Baker said his visit to East Germany was intended to send “a political signal to show U.S. support for the GDR (German Democratic Republic) effort in moving forward peacefully and in a stable way.”

“Now we have begun a dialogue. It is a building block in the European house,” Modrow said after the talks.

It was the first time a top U.S. official had traveled to East Germany, which was created in the aftermath of World War II. It also was the first time an American official had held high-level talks with East German leaders.
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Peace plan reached in Costa Rica

By Kennedy B. Gooding

The following content is an unformatted plain text representation of the document's natural text. It includes corrections and improvements for readability and coherence.
The Salvadoran high command rejects U.S. peace accord

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (UPI) — The Salvadoran rebel high command rejected Tuesday what it called the "new Central American peace accord," which strongly criticized the guerrillas and urged them to immediately cease hostilities against the U.S.-backed government. While rejecting the peace accord, which was signed Tuesday in Costa Rica, the rebels of the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front (FMLN) said they have no intention of ceasing military operations.

Walesa seeks power to implement reforms

WARSAW, Poland (UPI) — Solidarity leader Lech Walesa urged Poland's Tuesday executive committee to give special powers that would enable it to quickly implement painful economic reforms. Walesa said the statement was controversial but described it as a necessary measure because the economic situation is deteriorating and people are losing patience. The powers would enable the Solidarity-led government of Prime Minister Tadeusz Mazowiecki to make decisions on taxation of private and state companies, breaking of the state sector of economy, operation of banks and charges of the structure of the state.

Bush defends government in Contra affair

WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Bush is certain that the government is not "protecting access unnecessarily" in the Iran-Contra affair, as charged by the independent counsel in the case, his spokesman said Tuesday. White House press secretary Martin Fitzwater, downplayed charges leveled by special prosecutor Lawrence Walsh, also said Bush had followed the advice of his attorney in deciding not to meet with Waldo to discuss the withholding of intelligence information in crucial cases stemming from the Iran-Contra scandal.

Soviet actress seeks political asylum in U.S.

MINNEAPOLIS (UPI) — A 24-year-old Soviet actress performing with the Central Children's Theater of Moscow at St. Paul's Way Theatre is seeking political asylum in the United States. Larisa Firova, who has been with the theater group one year, failed to show up at 8:30 a.m. Tuesday for a bus ride to the airport and instead went to the FBI office to seek asylum. FBI spokesman Byron Gigler said she was transferred to the office of the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service in St. Paul.

State

Head of development board bows out of political race

SPRINGFIELD (UPI) — Gary Skoien, director of the state's Capital Development Board, announced Tuesday he will abandon his race for State Comptroller, a move suggested by Republican party leaders to help the 1990 ticket. The GOP is backing state Sen. Bill Scott for the post of comptroller and Skoien said he did not want to divide the party and hurt Secretary of State Jim Edgar's campaign for governor. "I have made the decision not to run for the position, which came all ready to go," he said. "I was convinced by party leaderships about the same thing that for the benefit of the party and for the benefit of the ticket that I should put my personal ambitions aside."

Corrections/Clarifications

John A. Logun College also has an evening child care program. This information was left out of an article in Monday's Daily Egyptian.

Professor Sandu Bhatsharaya was misidentified in a photo cutline on Page 3 of Tuesday's Daily Egyptian. Bhatsharaya stood in the background, left side, of the photo.

Accuracy Desk

The Daily Egyptian has established an accuracy desk. If readers spot an error, they can call 536-3311, extension 233 or 229.
Little America's songs are usually all right, little Staff Warner good, the art is.

By Doug Toole

Ever wonder why Disney animated movies tend to get good reviews? Probably because the stories are good, the art is incredible, the songs are usually all right, little kids can enjoy them and the fairy tale themes are still enjoyable. "The Little Mermaid" is no exception.

This movie tells the story of Ariel, a mermaid who wants to leave her father, King Triton, to pursue the handsome Prince Eric on land. With the help of Ursula, the sea witch, Ariel magically gets land and has three days to win Eric's love. Ariel is aided by her fish friend, Flounder, and Sebastian the Crab, the king's music composer. Flounder makes Ariel a good companion to the young and headstrong mermaid, but Sebastian acts as her conscience and guardian, offering the voice of reason and protecting her in the world of men. With his unique nervous nature and Jamaican accent, Sebastian can bring laughs with just a facial expression.

Ariel is a breathtakingly drawn and sounds very much like a 16-year-old human who falls in love despite her father's disapproval. Advenurous, determined, innocent and overflowing with exuberance, she lacks the sophistication of other Disney heroines like Snow White or Cinderella but has the most of her youthful charm.

See MERMAID, Page 11
SIU-C Christmas list
big chere for Santa

AS ANOTHER semester nears completion we would like to take this opportunity in our last publication of the '80s to congratulate the fall graduates and the rest of the student body, faculty and staff for making it through another successful semester.

As the holidays approach let us all count the blessings we have enjoyed throughout this year and remember those who are less fortunate than ourselves.

Let us all reflect on the true meaning of the holidays while being caught up in the grind of accompanying finals and the holiday season.

AS WE CELEBRATE the end of the semester and plan for parties, gatherings and other social festivities we urge everyone to be responsible and careful so that the SIU-C community will enjoy the safe return of all its members.

We also would like to wish all of SIU-C and the surrounding community a very merry and safe Christmas as well as a happy and prosperous new year.

AS IS the custom for the season the Daily Egyptian has composed a wish list we hope Santa will answer for the University in the coming year.

We hope Santa brings us a mass transit system to alleviate some of the parking woes experienced on campus, higher student wages and more positions for minorities and women.

For Bob Smith and the Saluki football team we hope Santa brings us a victory in the classic State Farm Bowl.

For Cindy Scott and Rich Herrin we hope Santa brings envelopes containing NCAA basketball tournament invitations.

FOR MORRIS Library, perhaps St. Nick could provide a system to keep materials from being stolen, defaced and mutilated.

For Chancellor Pettit and President Guyton we have asked for an endless supply of state funding to move the University into the 21st Century without raising student tuition and fees.

There will be a understandable fan of Faifer Hall.

We realize some of these requests are a bit far-fetched for even Santa to comply with, but then again you never know.

Letters

Living in 'Bible Belt' annoying, with assaults on personal views

I have found that living here in the 'Bible Belt' is not nearly as irritating as being called a liberal by those who believe in freedom of religion, that "liberal" fanatics feel it is their obligation to go and suck their noses and opinions into other people's business.

If an individual does find it necessary to express their views they should realize that there are places for such things. Such places do not happen to be the way to and/or from classes. It is also a nuisance to be approached by some close-minded souls while enjoying some much needed leisure time.

If you do decide to force such a discussion upon others then you should at least hear our, study and understand both sides of the argument before you begin. We do not have a tendency to use their religion as a security blanket in which they can bundle themselves up in and hide from reality. Their sheltered lives are the payload for the ignorance of a bible-thumping, like-minded, close-minded group.

It is unfortunate that in a country that was created to support the belief in freedom of religion, that "liberal" fanatics feel it is their obligation to go and suck their noses and opinions into other people's business.

Erik N. Snyder, sophomore in cinematography.

Letters

God wanted people to have choice to believe whether He really exists

Late night, there have been several letters in this paper concerning God, religion, and the Bible. I am usually a quiet person, and most of the time I keep my views to myself. But I feel I must speak out on this issue. First of all, I consider myself to be a very open-minded person, but not when it comes to God. God is real. How can I know it? I know it in my heart. God is not something we can explain, rationalize, prove, or disprove.

God is not found within the mind, but in the heart. This is the way God wanted it to be. He wanted us to have a choice, but why? I cannot use my mind or prove or disprove His existence. You see, that would be human, and God is much higher than that. I don't care how many degrees a person has, or how high his I.Q. may be, you will never understand God or the Bible without first looking into your heart. I did not write this to argue, or to say that one denomination is better than another. Nor did I try to take away anyone's religion, or belief, whatever it might be. I realize there will be many letters published trying to make me look like a fool for what I have written here, but that is alright, if helped even one person to seek the truth. The truth being that God is real. — Paula Frazier Tumelson, senior, health education.
Code proposal lacks due process

The Dec. 5 issue of the Daily Egyptian reported that "The Faculty Senate unanimously passed a resolution at its meeting that would amend the student code so as to allow faculty members to detect and punish class-related cheating autonomously, without going through the dean."

Upon reading this statement, my first thoughts ran through my mind. I immediately thought that the DE was going to publish this story which would be about the right to/esus Christ'sBlobon, the vehIcle of no longer supporting student body and about the right to discuss Christianity with tax dollars.

As one who takes his Christianity seriously, I have difficulty believing that the tax dollars are to be used to support the artistic expression of an artist who wishes to express himself by dipping a crucifix into urine. The DE should have been here to support the artistic expression of an artist who wishes to express himself by dipping a crucifix into urine.

I have no problem understanding why art patrons that believe in the separation of church and state find art that invigorating should be permitted to supply it invigorating their own money.

The only problem is with why I should be forced to supply it invigorating my own money. The radio reported that art experts explained that this is one of the great religions of the world. While the code may not be exclusive of fundamentalist right-wing censorship. The right-wing censorship is about the right to display paintings depicting Christ's life, especially when no public monies are involved with the expression depicting Christ in a positive manner.

Belief in God personal not debatable

This letter is in response to the letters on religion that have appeared in the DE the past few weeks. This really matters to argue over mere bits of information that I can only imagine the idea that one will be secure in a future after death, as Jesus 3:16 states.

Belief in God is personal and should not be debatable just because as if He can be proved by us. It gives reassurance in the idea that we will be secure in a future after death, as Jesus 3:16 states.

Most religions of world share values

Being that once again I have found myself condemned by Bible-blanketing extremists, I had to read my local newspaper's editorials appearing in the Nov. 30 publication.

David Penny states in his letter that one can't bypass "The Book" and go straight to its author because the author is in God, Mr. Penny says take heed that this not the way it should be understood or translated and retranslated many times.

The New Testament by doctors envelops the essence of the Christian religion, which I believe is the case of literature. the word of God speaking through Divine Inspiration to man. It must be clear that Divine Inspiration in the realm of life is limited through the subjective perception of the inspired and is not the result of another's meta-perception.

People's relationship to god in whatever form is a personal thing between God and themselves. Ritual worship on earth is the celebration of personal devotion, not its replacement. These rituals are simply peripheral and should be seen as such. Jesus himself spent much time in His "Father's" presence.

Most of the great religions of the world have the same values, recognizing in essence as the Shamas, does, a "spirtu father and "mum mother" that we all are an integral part of. As stated in the Egyptian Book of the Dead that all exist and can be named is God coming from the body of God.

Paint in organized mass-reliion can be difficult when we look deep down in the great suppression and corruption for which the church was responsible. The presentation of tele-evangelism has brought the message down to the simple people. Jesus cleared 2,000 years ago. Except of course that temple is now an electronic matrix of simul-true transponders, television studios and book audios. — Paul Fox, senior in computer science.

Merry Christmas from Old Town Liquors

Thanks for a great year of business. See you next year!
A Winning Tradition!

OSCAR MAYER REGULAR
Meat Wieners
1-LB. PKG.

24 PACK - CASE
12oz. CANS

MT. DREW
Pepsi Cola
2-LITER BTL.

KROGER VAC PAC
Premium Coffee
REGULAR
13-OZ. CAN

189 529 89 99

1-LB. PKC.

Deli Nacho Chips
12 oz.

"STEAK INSPECTED"
FRESH OCEAN
Pollack Fillets...
$2.99 lb.

NEW ENGLAND
COOKED JUMBO
Cocktail Shrimp
2 1/2 lb. Box...
$29.99

1.50
GO SALUKIS!

FLORIDA NAVEL
Oranges
12 FOR

WASHINGTON DELICIOUS
Apples
EACH

SUNGOLD BREAD
16-oz. LOAF

REGULAR GENERAL MILLS
Cheerios Cereal
15-OZ. BOX

99 19 25 199

PREMIUM QUALITY
Golden Ripe
Bananas
LB.

1-12 SELKIRK STANDARD
Video Tape
Grade Polaroid
EACH

1938 2.99 2.99

Nacho Chips
12 oz.

1.50

Kroger Delicatessen
Whole Barbecue
Chicken

"SALUKIS!

1.50
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) — Tennessee Secretary of State Crowell has been a political kingpin known as "The Godfather" whose office has become the focus of a corruption investigation, shot and critically wounded himself Tuesday in a suicide attempt, authorities said.

Crowell is the second Tennessee politician to shoot himself as a joint eruption investigation, shot and a suicide investigation of public corruption has unfolded.

Crowell, 57, put a .38 caliber handgun into his mouth and pulled the trigger in the back yard of his home in nearby Lebanon, Tenn., at around 7 a.m. CST, authorities said.

He was taken into surgery at Vanderbilt University Medical Center two hours later, officials said. The surgery was expected to last several hours.

Crowell's office has been one focus of a state and federal investigation of public corruption in Tennessee that has led to 23 indictments this year.

Crowell, secretary of state for 12 years, testified twice before grand juries and said this month that prosecutors had informed him he was not a target for possible indictment.

"In time, he seemed of great spirits," said Mark Herbison, Crowell's spokesman. "I saw him yesterday in the afternoon. He was just his normal self. Nothing scored out of the ordinary."

On July 17, state Rep. Tod Ray Miller, another influential Tennessee Democrat, committed suicide with a shotgun blast to his head at his home in Knoxville while he was the focus of an extortion investigation.

"It's just a terrible tragedy," Gov. Ned McWherter, also a Democrat, said as Crowell entered surgery.

In an investigation code named "Operation Rocky Top" after the country music song, federal grand juries in four cities across Tennessee are hearing evidence of public corruption.

NEW YORK, (UPI) — Leona Helmsley, the iron-willed hotel magnate who once told an employee that "only the little people pay taxes," was sentenced Tuesday to seven to 14 years in prison for failing to pay more than $5 billion real estate empire.

The 69-year-old Helmsley was also fined $7.1 million and ordered to pay pay a $5 billion real estate empire.

Defense claims plastic tank may have prevented bus fire

CARROLLTON, Ky. (UPI) — A plastic gas tank might have prevented the fire that killed 27 people on a church bus struck in the worst drunken-driving accident in U.S. history, the former Ford Motor Co. executive said Tuesday.

Tests conducted after the bus, which was owned by the Bluegrass Baptist Association, two hours later, officials said.

The tank was filled with diesel fuel.

"I'm sorry, your honor," she said.

Before her sentencing, Helmsley, wearing a high-necked blouse and black dress, made a tearful plea to U.S. District Judge John Walker.

"I'm sorry, my honor, I'm sorry," she said.

The place to gather for nightly pub specials 6 PM

Mon: Wide Screen Football. Free Hotwings & Cajun King

Tues: Taco & Nacho Bar. Free Build Your Own

Wed: $1.50 All Day. All Night. All Week

Thurs: Pie Night. Free Pizza Slices

Fri: "Paris is Paris." Free Fried Chicken

Sat. Dec. 17: Comedy Night

Jack Daniels $1.50 All Day, All Night. All Week

1620 W. Main St. (Formerly BG's) Carbondale 62903-9008

WHAT-A-WEEK!

SPECTACULAR SUNDAY FREE PEPPERONI Get one large pepperoni pizza for only $7.95.

MONDAY MADNESS PLAY 'BEAT THE CLOCK'

From 5 pm - 9 pm!

The time on the clock is the the price you pay for one large one topping pizza.

TUESDAY TREAT LARGE AT A MEDIUM CHARGE

Buy any large pizza and pay only the price of a comparable medium pizza. Good on singles or doubles.

WHACKY WEDNESDAY MEAL DEAL

One large pizza with two toppings and two Colas® for only $9.95.

THRILLING THURSDAY

Enjoy one medium pizza with pepperoni and extra cheese for only $5.00.

FRIDAY FEAST

Enjoy one large pizza with unlimited toppings for only $9.95.

SENSATIONAL SATURDAY

Enjoy two FREE toppings on any Pan Pizza Doubles!

SAVE TIHS AD!

Valid only at participating locations. Only one used with any other offers. Customer pays applicable sales tax. One per family every 30 days.

CALL US: 549-3030

Eastgate Shopping Mall
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New student leaders chosen for spring at Daily Egyptian

By Theresa Livingston
Staff Writer

Mark F. Barnett and Simone Depape have been chosen as the leading forces who will set the course for the Daily Egyptian as it enters the 1990s.

Barnett, the son of James and Ethel Barnett of Carbondale, will be the student editor-in-chief.

Depape is a senior majoring in journalism with a minor in history. She has attended SIU-C since spring semester of 1988, when she transferred from Vincennes University where she received an associate degree.

Barnett was editor of the weekly student newspaper at Vincennes from January to December 1988, and has worked in various capacities at the D.E. since becoming a staff member during the fall semester of 1988.

Barnett said he was excited to be editor during the first semester of the 1990s. He said he believes that "the semester is going to set a precedent in news coverage."

"We need broadened coverage of news, weather and off, as well as addressing the concerns of present and future students," Barnett said.

Barnett said he will stress open and effective communication between staff members and the editors of the D.E. because "as a medium of communication, we must work with each other to grow." "The members of the publishing board of the D.E. journalism, Barnett said, is his (Barnett's) goal of the role of the D.E. on the campus and the responsibilities it has. He is very intense and deeply committed to the practice of journalism," Waltz R. Jahnig, the director of the school of journalism, said.

Depape, the daughter of Annadell and the late Lewis Depape of Taylervilie, will be the student advertising manager.

Depape is a senior majoring in speech communication with a minor in journalism. She has worked at the D.E. for three semesters, working with the classified advertising and classified departments and has been a sales representative.

Her new duties will include collecting weekend classifieds, promoting classifieds, overseeing the coordination of the classifieds and the training of the advertising sales representative staff.

"I'm looking forward to be a manager and hopefully boosting and supporting the sales staff to exceed their quotas," Depape said.

Sheri Allen, advertising manager of the D.E. said Depape was chosen for her strong leadership capabilities and her attention to detail.

"She's good with remembering to do all the little things and she's been with these departments, working her way up the advertising ladder from here. She knows what's going on," Allen said.

Barnett and Depape will assume their new positions after the Christmas break in time to produce the first D.E. on Jan. 4, 1990.

Mark F. Barnett
Simone Depape

Services offered to seniors

By Diana Miree
Staff Writer

Senior citizens in Carbondale can turn to have their sidewalks shoveled for free this winter if they are unable to do it themselves or arrange to pay for having it done.

The program is called Operation Snowboard and is organized by the Senior Citizens' Services of Jackson County, Carolyn Harrison, head of the program, said.

Under a 1978 Carbondale city ordinance, snow and ice must be removed from sidewalks within 24 hours after the cessation of any fall of snow, sleet or freezing rain. There is a fine of $10 to $500 for violating the ordinance.

Snowboard works on a volunteer basis. It is free to senior citizens unless they decide to pay the volunteers, Harrison said.

She said several groups in the community volunteer to shovel the walks. When a senior citizen calls to sign up for shoveling, she or he is placed on one of the group's lists.

"Once it snows, the group shovels the snow for the people on their list," Harrison said.

The Senior Citizens' Services of Jackson County is an organization that serves the needs of senior citizen. The program offers home-delivered meals, dances and different activities for senior citizens, she said.

The program serves citizens age 60 and over, Harrison said. Interested seniors or volunteers can call the Senior Citizens Services of Jackson County at 457-4151 for more information.

Student Center Dining Services

The Week's Specials

H.B. Quick's

Pizza By The Slice .99c - Any Flavor
H.B. Quick's Break Hours: 7:30 A.M. to 9:30 P.M.

The Marketplace

10% Off Any Entire, Starch and Vegetable Combination

the Bakery

Order Cakes and Cookies for Christmas

PECOS PETE'S

.99c Tacos Thru Finals Week

Pizza-But

Look for the Grand Opening When You Return in January!

Good Luck on Finals!

and

Merry Christmas from the Student Center Dining Services
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Czechoslovakian elections debated American-style

PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia (UPI) — The race for president of Czechoslovakia ends on the nature of a U.S.-style campaign Tuesday as parliament debated whether to turn it into a national referendum.

Posters advocating leading independent candidate Vaclav Havel for president sprang up virtually overnight in downtown Prague, his face peering down from walls and shop windows, while campaign workers collected contributions and signatures at folding tables on city sidewalks.

Havel, an internationally known playwright and essayist, enjoys broad popular support as the most prominent member of the main opposition movement Civic Forum.

But the constitution calls for election to the post of president, which was vacated Sunday by Gustav Husak, for the Federal Assembly, or parliament. The two chambers held a joint session Tuesday. Although the text of state president was not on the original agenda, it was added and discussed briefly.

Hundreds of students gathered outside the parliament building demanding earlier free elections or a referendum on Havel as president. They chanted, "Long Live Havel!" and a big banner to the ground floor of the modern gray granite building said, "Let the People Decide."

Anon Blazey, the Communist Party deputy who presented the motion to discuss a possible referendum, said, "Let the will of the people decide who they want to have in Prague Castle."

But the Civic Forum late Tuesday issued a statement opposing an election, saying it would only divide the country by pitting Czechs against Slovaks.

The Senate, police said.

Czechoslovakia's laws are not on the U.S. state president's desk yet. He was not on the U.S. Justice Department's list of the 12 most wanted Colombian drug traffickers.

De Jesus Mejia's capture came amid congressional debate over whether to put the Justice Department's extradition policy to a national referendum. The Senate has until Saturday, when the curfew ends, to vote on the measure approved by the House of Representatives.

The House attached the measure to a package of questions that will go to a national referendum next month.

A Colombian national will be asked on the extradition question, the administration fears votes will succeed to drug lord intimidation and reject extradition.

The clause, part of the 1977 constitution written under the late Leonid Brezhnev during the now officially dubbed "period of stagnation," makes the Communist Party "the leading and guiding force of Soviet society and the nucleus of its political system."

In the fellow Warsaw Pact nations of Czechoslovakia and East Germany, new governments chosen after mass uprisings for democracy struck similar clauses on Communist Party supremacy from their Brezhnev-era constitutions.

Though Gorbachev opposed a separate re-examination of Article 6, he gave his clearance signal to date of a willingness to consider its removal as part of a constitutional overhaul expected next year.

Czechoslovakia's elections received no changes

MOSCOW (UPI) — Soviet lawmakers, declining to follow their East Bloc counterparts, refused Tuesday to consider stripping the Communist Party of its constitutional guarantee of power.

The Congress of People's Deputies rejected a U.S.-style censure of the Soviet Communist Party Tuesday, saying a constitutional amendment would not be a sufficient symbol of the party's commitment to reform.

"The authority and prestige of the party does not depend on this article," said Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev, presiding over the Congress. "But if we talk about this question in a slapdash way with alarms ringing, we shall create the false impression that we have solved it today and everything will be fine tomorrow."

With Macintosh you can even do this:

Macintosh computers have always been easy to use. But they've never been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.

Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety of Apple* Macintosh computers and peripherals.

So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.

Without spending a lot more money.
North takes witness stand in Poindexter case

WASHINGTON (UPI) — White House said Tuesday that the pro-democracy government of the People's Republic of China was condemned for its conduct in the bloody massacre of demonstrators outside Beijing's Tiananmen Square in May, 1989. The sanctions prohibit the sale of State Department products and feature the finest quality service with the best trained service team in the business. If you don't receive quality products and quality service at Minit-Lube, you don't pay. It's as simple as that. No hassles. No qualifiers.

At Minit-Lube we use quality Quaker State products and feature the finest quality service with the best trained service team in the business. If you don't receive quality products and quality service at Minit-Lube, you don't pay. It's as simple as that. No hassles. No qualifiers.

At Minit-Lube we change your car's oil and filter, lube the chassis, and check and fill other fluids in about 10 minutes. So come in. And enjoy every aspect of Minit-Lube quality or you don't pay.

Senator attacks Bush veto

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Rep. Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., vowed Tuesday to marshal the votes needed for Congress to override President Bush’s veto of her bill to permit Chinese students to stay in the United States after their visa expires.

Pelosi suggested Tuesday that Bush vetoed the bill as a consequence of his administration’s policy of denying student visas to students who may later take up residence in the United States.

The California congresswoman said the administration officials that have been denying Chinese students visas have been acting “on the basis of misinformation that is not accurate.”

The California congresswoman said the administration officials that have been denying Chinese students visas have been acting “on the basis of misinformation that is not accurate.”

Bush will issue a statement soon saying the satellite deal is “in the national interest.”

Fitzwater said the transaction doesn’t alter the sanctions imposed after the staying of Chinese demonstrators in Beijing’s Tienanmen Square.

Hughes Aircraft is building two of the satellites for an Australian company and Hughes is refurbishing the third satellite for AsiaSat, a British-Chinese consortium.

The Post also quoted diplomats in Beijing as predicting more concessions will be made to China as a result of a high-level delegation sent by Bush to the Chinese capital. During the weekend the president dispatched national security adviser Brent Scowcroft and deputy Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger to confer with Chinese officials.

Bush to allow shipment of 3 satellites to China
CARBONDALE, Illinois | 1
calling for

CITY,

City Manager Steve Hoffner said the new hospital will employ more than 100 people after it is completed and will bring in $2.5 million to Carbondale's economy. The downtown area has been revitalized. The carillon is no longer a problem. The response of the civic council was enthusiastic. The civic council's future, however, hinges on the amount of money it receives from the Department of Commerce and Community Affairs. 

Hofner said if the civic center becomes a reality, it will be built in the downtown area. The downtown area has been an important focal point of Carbondale's development.

The City Council approved funding to hire the consulting firm of Bangs, Wagner and Cannon to revitalize the downtown area. The firm will look at ways to improve pedestrian and traffic interaction.

Pedestrian congestion will not be a problem if a multi-lane, on/off ramp is installed throughout Carbondale. With a $100,000 grant from the Illinois "Department of Transportation," a multi-lane on/off ramp system will be installed.

Hofner said the citizens have the opportunity to earn up to $3000 a year from the University's Department of Community Development by donating 45 to 80 hours during a three-week period to.

Wednesday
SPECIAL
Pastello Dinner
Small Salad &
Small Drink
$3.69
NOT VALID ON DELIVERIES
EL GRACI
516 6th Avenue Carbondale
549-5326

Students - Real
Pay Only $7.39
Quatro's Cheezy Deep-Pan Medium Pizza 20" with 4 Toppings, 2 Bottles of Pepsi AND Topped off with FAS, FREE Delivery

SOMETIMES IT TAKES AN ARMY TO PAY BACK YOUR COLLEGE LOAN.

Paying back your college loan can be a long, uphill battle. But the Army Loan Repayment Program makes it easy.

Each year you serve as a soldier, the Army will reduce your college debt by $1,500, whichever amount is greater. So after serving just 3 years, your college loan will be completely paid off.

You eligible for this program with a National Direct Student Loan or a Guaranteed Student Loan or a Federally Insured Student Loan made after October 1, 1979. And the loan can't be in default.

And just because you've left college, don't think you'll stop learning in the Army. Our skill training offers a wealth of valuable high-tech, career-oriented skills. Call your local Army Recruiter to find out more.

For More Information Contact: Sergeant Drewall
507-619 Illinois
457-8812

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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fee policies.

costs except for its trend reversed and determine Edwardsville, the repon said.

administration is using the pcrcenIage Cadillac for financial about the lowest point of the lowest price have trouble.

Staff

By Tim Crosby

"The University is willing to keep tuition costs artificially low in order to retain accessibility," Peetz said. "There will be guarantees that will assure us.

During the first half of the 1980s, SIU-C tuition was second only to the University of Illinois, according to the state Board of Higher Education Report on public Universities and Fee Policies. In 1985, the trend reversed and SIU-C became one of the lowest priced Illinois universities in terms of tuition costs except for its sister campus in Edwardsville, the report said.

So for now, the University’s administration is using the tuition bargain as a selling point.

"I’ve said before, we’re providing a Cadillac education for Chevy," Donald Wilson, vice chancellor for financial affairs, said. "We are still about education, not the complexity of the institution, then SIU should be second only to the University of Illinois.

Peetz said the University is able to keep tuition low because it makes up a small percentage of total funding.

educational costs. The University began the decade with $48 tuition increase in 1980 advocated by then-Chancellor Kenneth Shaw as being needed to "maintain the present quality of every year during the 1980s, jumping anywhere between $11 and $120 per semester. Most increases were between $30 and $60 per semester.

The $11 dollar increase, the smallest in 10 years, came this semester on the heels of the largest increase, $120, in spring 1989. The $120 was strictly a tuition increase whereas the $11 was combination of Recreation Center and health insurance fees.

Along with tuition increases, every that funds the comprehensive student health care program, experiential increases for the 1980s. Since 1980, SIU-C increased by $54, from $893.35 to $1,325.85 in this semester.

Sam McCay, director of Student Health Services, said SIU-C increases reflect national health care costs.

"The cost of medical care has just been exploding during the last decade," McCay said. "Student insurance is also a large cost, but we’re still well below the national average here.

McCay said salaries make up the largest part of Student Health Program expenditure.

"That is why very people-intensive," he said. "We’re trying to operate, controlled by the legislature in Springfield and they make up between 80 and 85 percent of our budget.

Another increase of $14.50 is currently under consideration, and expected support from both the Graduate and Professional Student Council. McCay said waiting until this semester to ask for the increase was only "putting off the inevitable," but that in future he would:

See TUTION, Page 19

Faculty union leaders predict comeback in ’90s

By Jackie Spinnler

University faculty will ride the wave of change into the next decade after a year in the state.

And Wilson’s automobile analogy holds true, at Peetz explain. "If you want to determine your price, the price of the car, the sixty- to seventy-five percent of the institution, then SIU should be second only to the University of Illinois.

Peetz said the University is able to keep tuition low because it makes up a small percentage of total funding.

Within the next 10 years, this campus will have collective bargaining. We’re not going away.”

—Gary Kolb

Albert Somit said after a budget crunch in the 1970s few new faculty were hired and well-established expectations were hired, resulting in a relatively young faculty going fast.

"The University faced an immediate overview of the entire faculty, senior people, as fast as they departed," said Somit, president of the faculty since 1984.

The faculty of the 1980s, he said, is a young, unestablished faculty with "great potential." But the faculty of the 1980s has also become faculty with a greater percentage of women and minorities.

According to statistics from the Vice President for Academic Affairs, the number of faculty members in 1980 was 811, for women, minorities, 811 full-time faculty were female compared to 26.3 percent of the 1,074 full-time faculty in 1969.

In 1969, 81 minority faculty members or 8.1 percent of the 1,074 full-time faculty were female compared to 26.3 percent of the 1,074 full-time faculty in 1969.

In 1989, 81 minority faculty members or 8.1 percent of the 1,074 full-time faculty were female compared to 26.3 percent of the 1,074 full-time faculty in 1969.

The number of Asian faculty has also increased steadily over the years. Most college categories followed by African Americans, Hispanics and Native Americans.

Harry Miller, associate vice president for academic affairs, said the number of faculty members in 1980, 1,350 for the 1989-90 academic

See FACULTY, Page 19

Enrollment update for women, minorities

By Tim Crosby

The number of students enrolled at SIU-C has remained fairly constant over the past 10 years. Significant growth has taken place in female minority enrollment, while the number of foreign students has been on the decline.

Black enrollment has increased by about 1,300 during the 1980s, while average total enrollment may have been about 23,500 students per semester.

Since fall 1984, female undergraduate enrollment increased by an average of 250 students per year, up from 8,336 to 9,710 enrolled this semester.

Black enrollment has increased by 72 women, increasing by more than 3 percent since fall 1984. During that time black enrollment increased every year except for 1988, which showed increases of about 2 percent or 43 students from the previous year.

A report by the Illinois Board of Higher Education released in late November noted that Hispanic enrollment increased by about 1 percent statewide between 1985 and 1989.

However, Hispanic enrollment at SIU-C increased by about seven times that amount, going from 833 to 416 enrolled.

Seymour Bryson, assistant to the president for affirmative action, said SIU-C’s reputation as an accessible one plays a role in these increases.

"Our door is much wider than many institutions," Bryson said, "We look at the potential of minority students as well as standardized tests. It’s about more than just numbers." Somit said.

"We are willing to work with students," Bryson noted SIU-C’s good reputation particularly in the Chicago area as facilitating minority enrollment as well.

The number of students enrolled in the Chicago area, which is where many minority students come from, is the University. The area is also in the process of being a minority for that area, Bryson added.

Changes that has been on the decline in foreign students.The number of non-resident alien student peaked in 1984 with a total of 2,023. That number took a 17 percent decline since 1984, with a total of 1,697 enrolled this semester.
Stability or apathy?

1980s attitudes hard to determine; primary concern is high salaries

By Curtis Winston
Staff Writer

The 1980s have been described as a "decade of stability" according to a University political science professor. In terms of repercussions, students have summarized into an attitude that is more concerned about what they are going to get when they graduate, said the professor, David Derge, who was University president from 1972 to 1974.

"IHERE SEEMS to be a fairly marked trend. Students have become much more conservative, both politically and economically," Best said. "There is more concern about getting a job that pays well."

But, says Derge, the trend of conservatism is not limited to college students. "Students aren't set apart as being different from the general population," he said.

HOWEVER, DERGE also pointed out that the age group that was 18 to 24 in 1980, and early 1970s, people who were in the 18 to 24 age group were often concerned with political activism. That activism is what stands out in the mind of the college dean, Marvin Kleinau, acting dean of the College of Communications and Fine Arts. Kleinau was a graduate student at SIU and a beginning college professor during that era.

"IN 1968 TO 72 students were more worried about what was going on in the world than at the University. The amount of activism is the unbelievable," Kleinau said.

Kleinau said he hasn't really noticed a student attitude for the 1980s, at least an attitude that is as vocal as the attitude of the time he remembers best. He uses the term "normal" to describe the 1980s.

"We were normal in 1960, I suspect we are very normal today," he said.

"THE STUDENT has become terribly preoccupied with what kind of job they are going to get," Kleinau said.

That preoccupation has changed. The way students study and view the world.

For Kleinau, who attended Illinois State University as an undergraduate in the late 1940s and early 1950s, college was a time for broadening horizons and finding yourself.

COLLEGE "IS NO longer discovery," Kleinau said. "It's fulfilling a truck in order to achieve an occupational goal.

Best said she sees less concern in finding answers to philosophical and political questions.

Instead of talking about ideas...
Variety show applications available for student acts

By Jeanine Bickler

All students planning on participating in the Theta Xi Variety Show in March should pick up applications at the Office of Student Development and return them by Feb. 10.

Jim Walsh, co-producer of the show and all registered student organizations as well as independent musical acts, are welcomed.

"Anyone can get involved, any group," Walsh said. "We have a lot more people involved in the show, not just Greeks and not just registered student organizations."

The applications ask each group to name a director and to give a brief description of the act.

"We would like the groups to turn in their sheet music for the act at that time also," Walsh said. "This prevents other groups from using the same songs, music or ideas that others are using. Just write down an idea. Let us know what you are thinking about."
Don't be confused about where to sell your books. Ask a friend and they will tell you that 710 is the store that pays TOP CASH.

We'll pay top price for your textbooks, no matter where you bought them.

"When students compare, We gain a customer."

BOOKSTORE

710 S. ILLINOIS AVE

Hours:
M-Sat. 8:30-5:30
...would like to thank the students of SIU. We appreciate Your Business!

25-50% OFF

- Select Group of Already Reduced Merchandise -
Wed. Dec. 13, 9am - 9pm

FASHION CONNECTION
608 S. Illinois Ave. "On The Strip"
Mon.-Sat. 10-6; Sun. 1-5

ruthie's Continues ....
Phasing Out the 80's Sale

Turtlenecks $9.99

Denim jeans, jackets, skirts 25% off
Sweaters & special occasion Dresses 50% off
Accessories purses, belts, scarves & jewelry 25% off

Entire store at least 25% off

702 S. Illinois

Largest Art & Engineering Store!!
- Drafting Tables
- Lamps
- Pen Sets
- Painting Sets
- Business & Scientific Calculators
- Matting & Framing Services
- Easels
- Calligraphy
- Pencil Sets

Educational Materials
- Dictionaries
- Reference Books
- General Reading
- Gift Books
- Cook Books
- Children's Books
- Classics
- Art Books

Offices Products
- Typewriters
- Home & Office
- Personal WPA's
- Computer Desk
- Home & Office

Free Gift Wrap

• Large selection of HALLMARK cards & gifts for Christmas
• SIU Souvenir & Apparel
• SIU Children's Apparel
"We are the store for everyone in your family for everyone on your Christmas list!"

Das To

BOOK STORE
& OFFICE PRODUCTS
- Carbondale -

710 S. Illinois

BOOK STORE
710 S. Illinois

Sun. 1-5
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-6

126 S. Illinois Ave.
710 Bo Don's, B&L Car Ruth Gu Fashion ( McNeill Shawn

Free Gift Wrap

We the store for everyone in your family for everyone on your Christmas list!"

Das To

BOOK STORE
710 S. Illinois

Sun. 1-5
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-6
Guzall's

The Perfect Way to Say Merry Christmas!

For all the special people on your Christmas list Guzall’s has the largest selection of S.I.U. and Greek Apparel. We also have a great line of aerobic wear. XX-L Available • Monogramming

Capture Christmas with...

- NIKON FM2 Black Body Price $379.95
- Nikon Tele Touch Deluxe $229.95
- Nikon N4004S Auto Focus $309.50

Open: 204 West Freeman • Campus Shop Center
9-5:30 Fri
6-9 Sat.

606 S. Illinois Ave., Carbondale

Don’s Jewelry

EXT. 1950

Save 40-50%
In Store Repairs
Custom Designs

ACROSS FROM AMTRAK, C’DALE AND DOWNTOWN HERRIN

107 N. Park Ave. 62948
Herrin, IL 62901
618-457-5221

400 S. Illinois Ave. 62901
Carbondale, IL 62901
618-942-2780

HOURS Mon-Sat 9-6 Sun 10-6

10% Off MONDS (rings, rings) Citizen & Watches

L.L.’s

457-5080

Ski Parkas - BIBS
Gloves - ROCKS
Underwear - Hats
Goggles - GAITERS
Face Masques
VAUNET SUNGLASSES

SHAWNEE TRAILS
222 W. FREEMAN
529-2313

- OPEN SUNDAYS UNTIL CHRISTMAS -

HOLIDAYS

“OM”

Fine Jewelry

Jewelry

Photo

ru’s

brie’s

All’s

Connection

Jewelers

227 TRAILS

11/12/89

The Perfect Way to Say Merry Christmas!

For all the special people on your Christmas list Guzall’s has the largest selection of S.I.U. and Greek Apparel. We also have a great line of aerobic wear. XX-L Available • Monogramming

Capture Christmas with...

- NIKON FM2 Black Body Price $379.95
- Nikon Tele Touch Deluxe $229.95
- Nikon N4004S Auto Focus $309.50

Open: 204 West Freeman • Campus Shop Center
9-5:30 Fri
6-9 Sat.

606 S. Illinois Ave., Carbondale
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"The government already sponsors lotteries. What kind of moral position is that, to promote gambling? Why not let the government benefit from our drug sales?"

— Milton Friedman

United Press International

In the 1980s capitalism proved itself, Reaganism triumphed and inflation disinflated, says Nobel Laureate Milton Friedman. But in all these cases, it was a close call.

"Each could have been easily reversed," said the Stanford economist and free market evangelist.

For instance, if inflation had exploded or been allowed to rage as it did in the days of Nixon, Ford and Carter, then the economies of the western world would have been devastated and communist nations would be flocked to pick up the pieces as they assembled during the Great Depression.

Reagan, too, was supposed to be a short-lived phenomenon.

"The opinion leaders all said he was a fluke. But that did not happen. He was our most popular president. Fortunately the so-called opinion leaders do not find much opinion these days."

The wild swings of inflation prior to the Reagan era were triggered by Nixon's decision to break the Bretton Woods agreement, which established a fixed rate of currency exchange tied to the value of gold. Instead, Nixon tied the dollar to a basket of currencies, causing a floating rate of exchange.

"Nixon instituted worldwide monetary standards that had no historical precedent," he said. "For the first time, no major currency was linked to a major physical commodity."

"A principle of monetary stability is that money must be linked to a commodity. During the Revolutionary War, the continental currency was not tied to anything, and it was not worth a Continental. The same happened to some of the Civil War currencies."

"But those actions were taken in times of crisis. The Bretton Woods break was done during peacetime. For the time, every country, as a regular matter and not as an emergency device, broke with a commodity as a monetary anchor."

"Since then we have been sailing uncharted seas. The first impact was inflation of the 1970s. That was stopped and followed by a period of disinflation, in part because of the second rate rise by (Paul) Volcker, chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, America's central bank."

"What we interpret as inflation became the new reality of the world, a legacy of the Reagan right-money policies."

The ideological clashes of the 1980s were something of a sham, Friedman said.

"What most people call capitalism is a very mixed picture. Most western governments got bigger and bigger during the period. Taxes stayed high. Any time a problem arose — fighting drugs, improving schools — tax money was thrown at the problem just like a good socialist state."

"Comminism too was a mixed picture, ranging from the limited market systems of Yugoslavia and China to Stalinist Albania."

"What's going to happen in the 1990s at the area of ideology is a great question mark," he said. "Bear in mind no truly totalitarian country has been able to peacefully convert to capitalism or even a reasonable market-oriented society. Europe during the 12th century may never be able to do it."

"There is a big difference between permitting the absence of civil liberties and actually institutionalizing a system that protects them. An absence of communism is not, by definition, communism."

In fact, according to Friedman, likely alternatives to communism in Eastern Europe are South American-style collectivist junias. Some of the nations may dissolve into "feuding fiefdoms," reminiscences of the factionalism before World War I.

"Russia may become another Brazil, another Argentina. Even if communism collapses there, the Russians will remain a powerful influence. They will remain a military power and a totalitarian force."

"But the scourge of the 90s will not be totalitarianism or inflation. It will be drugs."

"The drug war is getting bigger and bigger, and we're not winning."

"Friedman's answer: Legalize."

"There's no moral strait involved," he said. "The government already sponsors lotteries. What kind of moral position is that, to promote gambling? Why not let the government benefit from our drug sales?"

"We're not winning the battle. And it's obvious, we can't win. How else can we slow the importation of drugs except by leaving the free market alone? The price of drugs will drop unless they become legal. The attraction of big money will disappear."

"Let government control drugs the way it now controls alcohol," he suggested. "Drugs continue to keep the poor in the ghetto and our prisons overflowing. And it has had enormous impact on our foreign policy."

"How can nations like Colombia or Mexico do what is happening to their country, all because of our appetite for drugs?"

In 1972, Friedman said he was asked to write a position paper for Nixon on the prospects of stemming the flow of drugs in the country.

"At that time the big problem was Moroccos and heroin. If we'd just block the drugs from Mexico, we'd be OK. Of course that didn't work. Today it is Colombia and cocaine. Tomorrow it will be some other nation and some other drug."

"There is no way to fight it, unless we fight it at the source, our own additions."

"Every war against drugs has been a total failure," he said. "But instead of facing reality and calling off the war, the government spends more money. That's just an excuse to avoid dealing with the problem."

"Look at what happened to public schools. Schooling has been a failure, so the government figures the problem must be lack of money. But money has never helped a kid read better."

"There's a strong undercurrent of democracy with present drug policies," said Friedman.

"My far-out prediction is this: That the next great political leader of the U.S., the next occupant of the White House, will be the man who gets rid of the prohibition against drugs."

It worked for Franklin Roosevelt, he said.

— Stephen Baker

Philly site of U.S.' largest plastic recycling center

PHILADELPHIA (UPI) — Chemists and mechanics from Du Pont, and solid waste hauler Waste Management Inc., Tuesday selected Philadelphia to be the site of the largest plastics recycling center in the nation.

As a news conference attended by Philadelphia Mayor Wilson Goode, the two companies announced the formation of a joint venture, the Plastic Recycling Alliance. The $10 million, 100,000-square-foot facility in Northeast Philadelphia, Du Pont Executive Vice President Nicholas Pappas said the plant will process plastic containers into new products.

"We will make sure that whatever it takes to make that plant work, to make this partnership work, we will do," Goode said. "Most of the technology used in the facility is not new — but the partnership between a polymer producer such as Du Pont and a solid waste management company such as WM.

Pappas said he believes, commercially recycling the product directly to the marketeer — "closing the loop" — will help the Philadelphia area save even in a little as a year.

"What's unique about our venture is that the entire recycling process by providing an integrated system," he said. "It collects, separates, 

— Happy Holidays from the Kinko's

Bring this coupon in for a FREE gift from the kinko's staff. Good while supplies last. Expires Dec. 25, 1989

549-0788

— See the Stuff of Dreams

8:05 p.m. — SIU Arena
Call 453-5319 For Tickets
Group Ticket Plans Available!
In the past, student leaders have been advocates or defenders of students," Hall said. "I see an increasing willingness of elected student leaders to act as prosecutors for the administration against students."

That willingness could be fear, Hall said. "There is a generic fear of corporate authority ... job security or job insecurity."

But, as Hall notes, society and activism, Hall says, have a health risk to others in the setting, the health service revealed that the number of faculty members were being offered more money and better circumstances at other institutions.

"One ominous sign of the 1980s is the increased cost of education," Hall said. "We've really gotten away from the concept of education as a right. It's becoming something for only those that can afford it."

The increase in tuition and fees has meant more students and their families have had to look into various financial aid plans. Janet Finnerty, public relations coordinator for the office of financial aid, said that during the 1980s families have had to change the way they pay for college.

"Some families who felt they could afford to send their children to college at one time are now finding themselves needing to apply for financial aid."

"Some students have found they have to take out a loan or work to pay for school," she said. "Others are opting to enroll in community colleges, which are less expensive, for one or two years before transferring to SIU."

Still others decide to drop out and work for awhile to save for school, Finnerty added.

STABILITY, from Page 3

"I think there has been an increase of student dissatisfaction at the status quo," Hall said. "Whether one calls that satisfaction apathy or stability is a personal view."

And that satisfaction concerns Hall. "The perception of the status quo as confirmation can mislead students leaders into more or less complacency."

"In the past, student leaders have been advocates or defenders of students," Hall said. "I see an increasing willingness of elected student leaders to act as prosecutors for the administration against students."

That willingness could be fear, Hall said. "There is a generic fear of corporate authority ... job security or job insecurity."

But, as Hall notes, society and activism, Hall says, have a health risk to others in the setting, the health service revealed that the number of faculty members were being offered more money and better circumstances at other institutions.

"One ominous sign of the 1980s is the increased cost of education," Hall said. "We've really gotten away from the concept of education as a right. It's becoming something for only those that can afford it."

The increase in tuition and fees has meant more students and their families have had to look into various financial aid plans. Janet Finnerty, public relations coordinator for the office of financial aid, said that during the 1980s families have had to change the way they pay for college.

"Some families who felt they could afford to send their children to college at one time are now finding themselves needing to apply for financial aid."

"Some students have found they have to take out a loan or work to pay for school," she said. "Others are opting to enroll in community colleges, which are less expensive, for one or two years before transferring to SIU."

Still others decide to drop out and work for awhile to save for school, Finnerty added.

FACULTY, from Page 12

Year. Of those faculty members, 70% are tenured. The University Office of Personnel reports 580 administrative and professional staff and 2,200 Civil Service employees for 1989. In 1988 the Daily Egyptian Research on University faculty members leaving the University showed a decrease of about 8 percent in full- and part-time faculty from 1980 to 1989. The study reported 1,237 academic rank faculty in Fall 1980 and 1,135 academic rank faculty in Fall 1989.

In 1988 the Daily Egyptian reported that the number of faculty members leaving the University for other positions, 704 were Civil Service Fall 1989. Most of the study reported 1,227 students. The study revealed that the number of students satisfied with their educational experiences was 3,200. The study reported 1,227 students. The study revealed that the number of students satisfied with their educational experiences was 3,200.

The increase in tuition and fees has meant more students and their families have had to look into various financial aid plans. Janet Finnerty, public relations coordinator for the office of financial aid, said that during the 1980s families have had to change the way they pay for college.

"Some families who felt they could afford to send their children to college at one time are now finding themselves needing to apply for financial aid."

"Some students have found they have to take out a loan or work to pay for school," she said. "Others are opting to enroll in community colleges, which are less expensive, for one or two years before transferring to SIU."

Still others decide to drop out and work for awhile to save for school, Finnerty added.

HEALTH, from Page 13

or employees with AIDS do not pose a health risk to others in the usual academic or residential setting, the policy stated. The AIDS Task Force unanimously voted the University adopt a policy having high quality condom vending machines available on campus.

Last Spring, a survey conducted by the Health Service revealed that 88 percent of the students surveyed wanted condom vending machines.

On August 15, 1980, condom vending machines were installed in the residence halls. The Student Government had the Student Recreation Center.

The first four months of the 1500 free have brought us concern of the Recreation Center.

"It's hard to deal with deals, their increased cost of a college education concerns him."

"One ominous sign of the 1980s is the increased cost of education," Hall said. "We've really gotten away from the concept of education as a right. It's becoming something for only those that can afford it."

The increase in tuition and fees has meant more students and their families have had to look into various financial aid plans. Janet Finnerty, public relations coordinator for the office of financial aid, said that during the 1980s families have had to change the way they pay for college.

"Some families who felt they could afford to send their children to college at one time are now finding themselves needing to apply for financial aid."

"Some students have found they have to take out a loan or work to pay for school," she said. "Others are opting to enroll in community colleges, which are less expensive, for one or two years before transferring to SIU."

Still others decide to drop out and work for awhile to save for school, Finnerty added.

On the twelfth day of Christmas, University Bookstore gave to me

15% off Apparel

Christmas books, boxed Christmas cards, children's books, stuffed animals, blank books, port, sign, cookbooks, ceramic mugs & glassware: calendars, posters, and fiction books

University Bookstore

M-F 8-5:30 Sat. 10-3

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

No. $2750.00

$2750.00 ,

MILLS N ROAD

Treasurer

of the United States

FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

YOUR UNCLE WANTS TO PAY FOR COLLEGE.

BUT ONLY IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.

Army ROTC offers qualified students two-year academic facilities as well as tuition and required educational fees and provides an allowance for books and supplies. You must maintain a "B" average and commit to a two-year service. You might receive up to a $1000 grant each school year the scholarship is in effect. So find out today if you qualify.

ARMY ROTC

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Find out more. Contact Captain Rick Corsette

Kipstar Hall 452-5763
**Choice of Colors**

**Charmin Tissue**

99¢

4 Roll PKG.

With coupon & added $10.00 purchase

**Whole Pork Butts Cut Into**

**Pork Steaks**

99¢

Lb.

---

**Choice of Flavors**

**Prairie Farms Ice Cream**

99¢

2 Ltr. Soda

98¢

With coupon, added $10.00 purchase

Prices good thru Sat., Dec. 16th.  All rights reserved. No sales to dealers.
Officials deny cuts in army

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Bush administration officials, while saying the military is facing a difficult future, denied Tuesday that any decisions have been made to change or restructure America's armed forces.

Officials at the White House and the Pentagon were responding to a report in The New York Times Tuesday that the Army, facing major troop cuts in Europe and a desire to focus on repositioning itself into a fast-react force based primarily in the United States.

Quoting unnamed senior military sources, the Times said the proposed changes would convert the Army into a lighter force that can be quickly redeployed to other parts of the world.

"Obviously a lot of military services are looking at the future, as we always do," said Pentagon spokesman Peter Steinfels. "There is no decision to restructure or change the fundamental role of any of the military services, not the Army or any of the other services.

"You're going to be reading numbers of all sorts of various components of force as a part of this process," Steinfels said.

"The Army is looking at the future, looking at other heavy military equipment and concentrates chiefly on defending Western Europe. But declining funds and a diminished threat from the Soviet Union and its Warsaw Pact allies has signaled military change, the Times reported.

The Army proposals include cutting troops from their current level of 764,000 to 630,000 by the end of 1995, the Times said.

The decision cuts were not a withdrawal of one of the two Army corps in Germany, a reduction of about 70,000 troops.

McNamara backs cuts in budget

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara told a Senate panel Tuesday that major troop cuts in Europe and a desire to focus on repositioning into a fast-react force based primarily in the United States are acceptable.
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The decision cuts were not a withdrawal of one of the two Army corps in Germany, a reduction of about 70,000 troops.
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WASHINGTON (UPI) — Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara told a Senate panel Tuesday that major troop cuts in Europe and a desire to focus on repositioning into a fast-react force based primarily in the United States are acceptable.
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"The Army is looking at the future, looking at other heavy military equipment and concentrates chiefly on defending Western Europe. But declining funds and a diminished threat from the Soviet Union and its Warsaw Pact allies has signaled military change, the Times reported.
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SMILE ADVERTISING RATES

1 line, $50.00

1 Column $150.00

Insertions accepted at the rate of $25.00 per line per week.

For Smiles in the Mist.

"I had a smile when I saw this,

but now I'm smiling bigger.

"The Daily Egyptian cannot be responsible for more than one day's insertion. Advertisements are accepted for checking that day. Those looking for a quick fix should call the office."

SMILE ADVERTISING POLICY

Please Be Sure To Check Your Advertisement For Errors

The Daily Egyptian cannot be responsible for more than one day's insertion. Advertisements are accepted for checking that day. Those looking for a quick fix should call the office."

Categorized ads cannot be cancelled after the number of days has been printed.

We are not responsible for the loss of any ads sent in by mail or handed in to the office.

For details please call the office.

"The Daily Egyptian cannot be responsible for more than one day's insertion. Advertisements are accepted for checking that day. Those looking for a quick fix should call the office."

Categorized ads cannot be cancelled after the number of days has been printed.

We are not responsible for the loss of any ads sent in by mail or handed in to the office.

For details please call the office.
DON'T BE CAUGHT OUT IN THE COLD LOOKING IN

Secure your own apartment for spring semester now before you leave for the Holiday Breaks.

Call or come by to pick-up one of ROYAL RENTALS HOUSING BROCHURES FOR THE RATES OF ALL OUR LOCATIONS.

ROYAL RENTALS

10 New 2 & 3 BEDROOM TOWN HOUSES & Yard Utility Bill in 1/2
Available for Fall 529-1082

4 BEDROOM

514 N. Oakland
512 S. Beveridge
529-1082
703 S. Illinois Ave.

2 BEDROOM

410 E. Hester
510 W. Keokuk
509-2250

1 BEDROOM

1211 S. University
329-4600
1217 S. University
329-4700
217 S. University
329-4500
703 E. Greenidge
329-4720
632 N. Oak
329-4400

FOR HIGHEST QUALITY IN MOBILE HOME LIVING
Check With Us First -
Quiet Atmosphere
Affordable Rates
Close To Campus
No Appointment Necessary
ROYAL MOBILE HOME PARK Rt. 3 Box 904
616 E. Park St. 457-6495
Sorly, No Pets

Imperial Mecca

Imperial Mecca

NOW LEASING FOR SPRING
"House for the Serious Student"
Furnished, one bedroom and efficiencies
Includes:
Water, Sewer, Garbage, Heat, Electric

Call 549-6610

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 549-6610
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Furnished, one bedroom and efficiencies
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Water, Sewer, Garbage, Heat, Electric
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FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 549-6610
"Winning Letter"  

Dear Santa,

I think Christmas is all about sharing and giving and the birth of baby Jesus. Christmas is being with other people, and loving each other. If I had one wish on Christmas Eve, I would wish that everyone had a Happy Christmas.

Frrr, 
Donald Presley
Unity Poinc School

Dear Ms. Williams,

I like what you do for me. I want to be a doctor when I grow up. I want to heal people who are hurt.

Love,
P.J. Spooner
2nd Grade
Unity Point School
Dear Sonia,

It was a snowy day. I walked into the library and picked out a book. I read it all the way home. I thought it was a great read and couldn't put it down.

Love,

The Librarian
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y. said Tuesday that the federal government should use Medicaid funds to aid the drug crisis, which featured New York City Mayor-Elect David Dinkins, a Democrat, and Kansas City, Mo., Mayor Richard Berkley, a Republican.

Moynihan's legislation, which passed the Senate unanimously, would restore hospital funding for low-income, drug-addicted patients. Currently, such Medicaid provisions are not available.

"The federal government is seen in the House where its prospects are difficult to assess — for the moment — as a force in the control and solving of the drug crisis," Moynihan said. "The House appears to have the problems of the addicted, and the federal government is currently absent."

Moynihan asked the Senate judiciary Committee to approve Medicaid funds to aid drug crisis efforts. More federal funds are needed, he said, saying the opposition of the problems of the addicted is "absolutely" necessary for them to be solved.

"It is time for the administration to take the lead on the drug crisis," Moynihan said. "It is time for the administration to say federal funds are available to cities and states to deal with the drug crisis in their areas."

"It is time for the Senate to say that the federal government will fund drug crisis programs in cities and states," he said. "It is time for the federal government to fund drug crisis programs in cities and states."

"It is time for the Senate to approve Medicaid funds to aid drug crisis efforts and the federal government to be the leader in the drug crisis," he said. "It is time for the Senate to approve Medicaid funds to aid drug crisis efforts and the federal government to be the leader in the drug crisis."

"I am here today, even before taking the oath of office, because the drug crisis is not for the Senate to be silent on. It is time for the Senate to do its job and take the lead on the drug crisis," he said. "It is time for the Senate to do its job and take the lead on the drug crisis."
Space shuttle not ready for scheduled blastoff

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — The space shuttle Columbia will not be ready for a scheduled blastoff Monday for a 10-day flight to the international space station and officials Tuesday are confident the shuttle will make it into orbit before Christmas.

For launch on Dec. 15, Columbia's countdown would have to begin Friday. But Larry Ellis, the NASA manager in charge of the shuttle's launch processing, said work at pad 39A would not be completed by then.

"We're not going to start the countdown on Friday and we're assessing what (day) past the 18th it is going to be," he said in an interview.

Top NASA managers were scheduled to hold a conference teleconference Wednesday to assess the status of the launch and what's left to do when Columbia and its three-man, two-woman crew can begin scheduled blastoff in the next few days.

Sources said Dec. 20 — a workday from Wednesday — was a possibility. Ellis said he was prepared to rule out Dec. 19 and that in any case, shuttle flight to the International Space Station would fall past Christmas Eve.

We are assessing the rest of this week where we stand to lay out the launch date based on not making the 18th," he said. "We will launch it whenever we're ready based on that plan. I'm confident we'll get off before Christmas.

Ellis said that even in a worst-case scenario Columbia would be able to fly by Dec. 21, when the shuttle's crew three consecutive days to get off the ground before Christmas Eve in the event of bad weather or other problems.

If Columbia is not launched by Dec. 23, the flight likely will be delayed until after Christmas to give workers time off over the holiday.

In that case, some managers at the Kennedy Space Center have said they would like to delay the flight until after New Year's Day, but other officials favor launching as soon as possible.

A launch next Tuesday would take place at 6:26 p.m. on the Wednesday shortfall would come at 6:26 p.m.

Ellis said Columbia would have been ready for its scheduled launch. But the window of opportunity is taken off from pad 39A, which hasn't been used by a shuttle since Jan. 12, 1986. The pad has been extensively modified since then and it has taken more time than expected to get it ready.

Capt. Donn Eisele, commander, and Daniel Brandenstein, 46, co-pilot James Wetherbee, 37, Bonnie Dunbar, 40, and G. David Low, 33 — is pressing on with final preparations at the Johnson Space Center in Houston.

All five plans to fly to the Kennedy Space Center in Florida whenever the countdown begins.

It will be the sixth shuttle flight of 1989, the eighth since the Challenger disaster.

---

AIDS commission requests relaxation on traveling laws

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The National Commission on AIDS called on the government Tuesday to stop making passengers of AIDS-infected foreign travelers in the United States and urged the relaxation of immigration laws related to AIDS.

The recommendations by the commission, created by Congress to oversee the fight against the deadly epidemic, came amid threats of boycotts of two countries claimed as having been tainted in the United States next year.

Some activists who object to the restrictive U.S. policy on AIDS-infected travelers have vowed to start the Sixth International AIDS Conference in San Francisco in June and the 19th International AIDS Conference in Washington in August.

Organizers of the San Francisco meeting estimated upwards of 10,000 AIDS c c N en w CS. The conference, which was boycotted by the United Nations earlier this year.

Currently travelers to the United States are required to state whether or not they are infected with the human immunodeficiency virus, or HIV, which causes acquired immunodeficiency syndrome.

HIV-infected people can obtain visas to enter the United States for 30 days, but their passports are stamped with a code indicating their HIV status.

Dr. June Osborn, chairman of the AIDS commission, said, "There is no public health wisdom. This is not truly a public health issue, it is an individual medical issue."

HIV is spread by blood-to-blood contact, such as intravenous drug users sharing needles. The deadly virus cannot be spread by casual contact, like shaking hands or sharing food.

NEW BEDFORD, Mass. (UPI) — A Massachusetts scallop boat accused of ramming a Navy vessel will probably be charged with violating Canadian federal laws, authorities said Tuesday.

Michael Block, a spokesman for the U.S. Embassy in Ottawa, said the Canadian government "will probably charge the owner and captan of the 114-foot scallop boat Concordia with illegal fishing in Canadian waters.

Canada also filed a request with the U.S. State Department seeking enforcement of the law, which bars American vessels from fishing in other nations' waters, Block said.

The incident will be discussed in meetings next Monday between U.S. and Canadian officials in Washington.

Lt. Doug Mazzaro, a spokesman for the Canadian government's Department of Defense, said that additional charges may be brought.
Jayhawks’ player: No ‘knuckleheads’ here

St. Louis Post-Dispatch

Four weeks ago, they were considered a middle-level team in the Big Eight. Today, the Kansas Jayhawks are ranked No. 1 in the Scripps Howard poll.

What happened? Well, upset victories at then-No. 2 Louisiana State and against then-No. 1 Nevada-Las Vegas in the preseason National Invitation Tournament didn’t hurt. And the Jayhawks have kept right on winning.

Saturday’s record-smashing 150-95 victory over Kentucky improved KU’s record to 10-0.

Looking ahead, with the possible exception of a game Jan. 4 at state-rival Wichita State, there is no reason why the Jayhawks shouldn’t enter league play Jan. 8.

Before Jayhawks fans get too excited, remember that KU got off to a 13-1 start last season before losing 11 of its final 17. But coach Roy Williams thinks things are different this time around, and with good reason.

"For one, I think we have more depth to sustain us in case of injuries," he said. "We’re not the underdogs anymore. I like the underdog role, particularly if you’re pretty doggone good."

"I’d rather move up in the polls slowly," guard Kevin Pritchard said. "Now that we’re up there, everyone’s going to be shooting for us. We can’t let up." Added Indiana transfer Rick Calloway, "The coaches won’t let us get overconfident, and we won’t let ourselves, either. There aren’t any knuckleheads on this team."

Maybe that’s the key to college basketball success.

Sophomore Todd McCollum, a business major from O’Fallon, takes aim for a combination pool room.

Let us Tire, Shock, and Brake you Before the Holidays

SHOCKS $17.95 Each Installed

Lifetime Warranty
Most GM Cars & Light Duty Trucks
Expires 12/31/89

coupon necessary

Front Disc Brake Special $49.95

Parts and Labor Incl.
Most GM Cars & Light Duty Trucks
Expires 12/31/89

Factory Trained Technicians – Quality GM Parts

Tune-up Special $23.50

4cyl - 31.25
6cyl - 41.25
8cyl - 51.25

Most GM Cars & Light Duty Trucks
Expires 12/31/89

Cash also Accepted

VIC KOENIG 1040 E Main
Carbondale
Call us: 529-1000 or 997-5470

Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts.
Today's Puzzle
Kentuckians may not understand Rick Pitino when he orders at a restaurant or asks a store clerk about a Christmas present. But, when it comes to basketball, they get the message.

With a 10-point lead in the final minutes of regulation time under NCAA probation, the Wildcats tamed the Pitino-inspired Cats, an unfamiliar face for a program with the most wins in college basketball history (1,060).

"People say we will struggle this season," Pitino said. "This basketball team will not struggle at all." Whether we win a contest is another story.

So far, they've won three and Pitino insists there is no more work to be done. Pitino has found a new following. His players are among his biggest fans.

"I'm a native of the country," said Derrick Miller, a sophomore guard who came to Kentucky last season which decided to stay at Kentucky.

"I've been heard he was hired," I said. "Rick Pitino, wow!" I was considering going to Vegas because Kentucky doesn't play when he gets the job, so I'm not sure how Kentucky will do because Pitino plays that way, too.

Pitino's run-and-shoot-the-lights-out style is as distinctive as his accent. Players love to play it, and Pitino knows that it wins.

In 1985, Pitino left as an assistant for Greensboro. He took over the New York Knicks and took over a Providence team that had won one NCAA game the year before. Before: He inherited small, not-very-attractive players and faced the Rabbit-Haven Big East, an event of sanctions.

"Yes, we did," Pitino said. "I try to get across the idea that you can win with a great marriage."

At Providence, none of his starters had averaged in double figures the year before he arrived. He turned them into the highest-scoring team in the Big East.

"When you think of a great-scoring team, you don't have to have great athletes," he said.

During Pitino's tenure, the miracle of Providence in Lexington was his hiring of Bill Donovon, the sparks off the Friars' Final Four team, as a graduate assistant.

"Though Pitino left Providence to be head coach of the Knicks for two seasons, his style remains intact," Finn said. "At the former NCAA at that time, the Wildcats' 18 three-pointers fell one shy of a national record. Miller hit five of 10 three-point attempts, on his way to a 36-point game.

They are expected to adjust so he can take on more of a second-year man's role than he did in his first season. Miller averaged 21.7 points. Center Reggie Hanson, the other 10 players around Finns' 18.5 and 11.3 rebounds. Two years ago, Miller was deemed a "suspect" by the SEC.

Other ones on the team are former backups and walk-ons.

"The Wildcats are small — that's what I've been regarding," he said, "and not very intimidating, but Pitino said that he would carry them through.

"They don't have great athletes, but they have great teams. If I had to start a program, I'd take players with big hearts, and they have that."

Miller may lay claim to the signature head. He signed Mike Pearson, fellow starter — LeBhon Ellis, who was a 14.6-15.6 scorer, 11.3-16.3 snapper, when probation was announced. The NCAA removes Mike Pearson, a fellow starter — went for the second best major violation of the season.

"I'm happy to be coach here," Miller said. "I think he'll bring a couple of national championships before he's done."

We found a comfortable atmosphere for personal growth at Grace United Methodist Church.

When we moved to Carbondale to attend SIUC a few years ago we were looking for a youth oriented church where we would feel at home. We found it at Grace United Methodist Church! It's the people. They except you for who you are. They have provided a comfortable atmosphere which permits personal growth. We invite you to bring your friends and family and share this opportunity.

Lea O'Dell, Chris Davis, Stacey Cole,
Grace United Methodist Church
220 North Tower Road
Carbondale Illinois 62901
(618) 537-4222
CALL 618-537-4222 EXT. 400 FOR TRANSPORTATION - LEAVE A MESSAGE.

Cash in your books and play

University Bookstore

• Buys at 50% current list price
• Tells you backprice price of each book
• Has a wholesaler buying most discontinued books
The 'Greatest' heavyweight goes into college business

Once a trademark of the greatest fighter on earth, the Ali Sheen line is now a nationwide joke.

Battered with the degenerative disease Parkinson's syndrome, the former heavyweight champion of the world, Muhammad Ali, now a man far older than 40, his left arm now in a splint, his speech often slurred in a voice barely above whisper volume.

But the wit and the impassioned humor of Muhammad Ali remain as sharp as they were 20 years ago when he floated like a butterfly and stung like a bee, talked like a hyperbolic clown, made heavyweight challengers look foolish and laugh.

He returns a post card.

"Calvin Klein is behind me," he proclaimed, rolling his eyes and grinning devilishly as he always does when he hits on a good story.

Instead of Liaison, Frazier and Norton, Ali is now in doubt about Arumis and Poles. He is in the men's fragrance business, touring major markets and promoting Muhammad Ali Cologne, a "cologne for the man who wins.

"Joe Frazier doesn't have a cologne," Ali said, "it wouldn't smell good."

"In '71 I won the world heavyweight champ to Memphis after watching the Sugar Ray Leonard-Roberto Durán old timers' reunion in Las Vegas last week. Floyd 33, was guaranteed at least $37 million. Ali is 38, was assured of at least $58 million.

At today's inflated ring rates, what would an Ali-Frazier rumble be worth?

"At least $100 million for me. And Joe's goin' 30." Ali said. Again the mischievous smile crossed his lips and he said, "Maybe I'll go back.

"But don't win that Ali-Frazier reunion?

Al glanced around the room as the other two nodded and quipped the profitable numbers floating in the air.

SANTA MADE AN EARLY DELIVERY

Financial Aid Information

1990-91 American College Testing Family Financial Statement (ACT/FFS) Forms Are NOW Available!

Pick Up Your Copy At The Financial Aid Office (Woody Hall, B Wing, 3rd Floor) Before Christmas Break.

Complete And Mail the ACT/FFS As Soon As Possible After January 1, 1990, But Before April 1, 1990, For Priority Consideration of All Financial Aid Programs.

Paid For By The Financial Aid Office

THE SAUKI men's basketball game against the St. Louis Billikens at 8 p.m. Friday at the Arena will be televised live across the country by ESPN. Advance tickets are $2 with valid student ID and may be purchased at the Arena Ticket Office. The office is open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. For information call 453-5159.

THE REC CENTER will begin holiday hours for the upcoming break. The Rec will be closed Dec. 16-17.

Dec. 18-22 - 11:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. Dec. 23-Jan. 1 - closed.

Jan. 2-7 - 11:00 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Jan. 8-9 - 11:00 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Jan. 10-12 - 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Jan. 12 - 11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Jan. 13 - 11:00 a.m. to midnight.

From 9:00 p.m. to midnight there will be no guest passes issued.

Tuesday, Jan. 16 - returns to regular hours, 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

THE BOOSTER Club will hold a luncheon at noon Thursday at the Carbodale Days Inn. Featured speakers will be Keith Horn, head Saluki men's basketball coach, and Mike Reis of WCIL radio.

HOLIDAY

From Page 32

ference games on their schedule. SIU-C travels to Northern Illinois Monday, Purdue Dec. 18 and Tennessee Tech Jan. 15.

The Salukis, picked to finish first in the Gateway Conference Preseason Coaches' Poll, get their first test tonight when they host Eastern Kentucky Jan. 4 against Indiana State and Missouri State respective-ly at the Arena.

The Redbirds of Illinois State are the defending Gateway Conference champs who advanced to the second round of the NCAA toruament. The Redbirds finished 23-8 last season. Illinois State is not by 60 junior for-ward Todd Dunam, a pre-season all-conference pick who averaged 13.4 points and 4.9 rebounds last season.

On Jan. 6 and Jan. 8, the Salukis play road games at Bradley and Western Illinois before returning home.

The Salukis return home Jan. 11 and Jan. 13 to battle Northern Iowa and Drake.

Puzzle answers

Gloria, Charlie, David, Bill.
Salukis defeat Aces
despite bad shooting

By Kevin Simpson
Staff Writer

Senior guard Freddie McSwain bounced back from a bad shooting night and displayed winning character from the free-throw line in the Salukis’ 77-73 victory over Evansville at the Arena Tuesday. Evansville seized the game on an inside bucket by senior Dan Godfrey, who was fouled and converted the free throw that knot­ted the score at 22. McSwain made a spin move on the Salukis’ next possession and was fouled and slapping the basket, McSwain stepped to the foul line with 1:15 showing on the game clock.

He converted both to give the Salukis the lead and then added two more with 32 seconds left to establish the final margin. McSwain finished with 15 points, but was only three of 14 from the field.

For the game, the Salukis con­verted just 30 of 66 free throws for 45 percent. Junior point guard Sterling Mahan ended with a team-high 20 points—including three for seven from three-point range—while fishing out four assists.

Junior forward Jerry Jones and junior forward Rick Shipley were on the boards for the Salukis’ boards and down 14 and 12 rebounds respective­ly.

Godfrey finished with a game­high 26 points including three threes and three blocks.

Evansville head coach Jim Crews was tapped with two con­secutive losses and a four-game losing streak. Afterwards sophomore forward Chris Black was assessed one as well. He helped motivate the Salukis to an 11-point first-half lead. The Salukis led by 13 points in the second half before the Aces clamped back into the game and pulled to 43-32 as the half.

The Aces outscored the Salukis 8-2 at the start of the second half and eventually led the score at 57 all with 11:52 to go in the game. The lead changed hands a total of seven times in the second half before the Salukis took command in the final 7.5 seconds. Herrin said Evansville put the Salukis up to a very tough test and his players responded.

“I have to give our players a lot of credit,” Herrin said. “We always battle hard. I have to congratulate the basketball team. If you don’t shoot the basketball then you have to do something else. We didn’t shoot the ball good but we were glad to win the game.

“We didn’t play a good basketball but we won a great basket­ball game,” Herrin said.

Billikens’ coach downplays game

By Kevin Simpson
Staff Writer

“The SIU-C Arena will host its first nationally-televised sporting event Friday at the Arena as the Salukis will take on the Cougars to average last year’s season-ending loss to the St. Louis Billikens. Else a television cable sports channel, will air the Saluki game which starts at 8:00 p.m. The Salukis are coming off an 87-54 thrashing at the hands of the Billikens in the first round of the National Invitational Tournament on March 13. The loss ended the Salukis’ season at 20-14. Rich Graver, now in his eighth year at the St. Louis head coach, guided his team to a 21-10 record with a two-season surge that car­ried the Billikens to the NIT cham­pionship game before losing to St. John’s 71-65.

Graver downplayed the rematch because it is still early in the sea­son and both teams are sporting new looks.

“They have a different team, we’re a different team,” Graver said. “It’s a different season, different game, different stakes. Anytime you go on the road it’s a tough assignment, no matter who you play.

“Our team hasn’t really come together yet,” Graver said, “I think it’s going to be a while. We’re try­ing to get everybody understanding his role. We’re not doing anything exceptionally well or exceptionally bad right now. We’re kind of a.Q Award goes to Rakers; holiday action slated

By Greg Scott
Staff Writer

Amy Rakers, a 6-3 junior for­ward on the Saluki women’s bask­etball team, has been named the Southland Conference Player of the Week.

In the Salukis’ 53-52 victory over Western Kentucky Saturday at the Arena, Rakers had a game­high 16 points, 12 rebounds, three blocked shots and a steal as the Salukis overcame a nine-point halftime deficit.

Rakers has been the Salukis top scorer in five of their first six games. She has been the Salukis’ leading rebounder three times.

In two games last week against Creighton Monday and Western Kentucky, Rakers averaged 21.5 points and 11 rebounds. She converted 692 (18-26) from the field and 700 (7-10) from the free throw line.

In the Salukis’ overtime loss to Creighton, Rakers had a career-high 20 points. It was 13 of 16 field goal attempts as she also added five assists.

Rakers was named the SLC Player of the Week for the second time this season. Senior Deanna Kibelkis came off the bench to add seven points to the Salukis’ 77-73 victory over Evansville Tuesday night.

Salukis next game is Monday at Northern Illinois.

NCAA places N.C. State Wolfpack on probation

RALEIGH, N.C. (UPI) — The NCAA, citing program violations, Thursday moved North Carolina State University men’s basketball team on probation for two years and banned some team members and made the team ineligible for post­season play following the 1989-90 season.

In addition, the NCAA Committee on Infractions com­mittee instructed the university to develop and implement a system for control and monitoring to ensure future compliance with NCAA rules.

The violations which occurred during the past four seasons were uncovered in an investigation stemming from a controversial book on the N.C. State team. The most serious violations uncovered were the stealing of complimentary tickets and game tickets by players.

In the case of the book, the university banned team members, including head coach Jim Calhoun, from certain activities with the university. Also, a member of the coaching staff received a public reprimand.

In the case of the book, the university banned team members, including head coach Jim Calhoun, from certain activities with the university. Also, a member of the coaching staff received a public reprimand.

NCAA to investigate Illinois basketball

By Greg Scott
Staff Writer

The Saluki women’s basket­ball team continued their domi­nance over Murray State Racers with a 77-68 victory at Racer Arena Tuesday. The Salukis are now 17-4 against Murray State and have won all but one of the games between the two teams. The Lady Racers lost 3:4 with the Salukis.

The Salukis shot 52.4 percent from the field and had three players scoring in double fig­ures.

“We shot extremely well,” Saluki coach Cindy Scott said. “We felt perimeter play would be our key and it was.”

Offensive guard Karric Redeker scored a career-high 22 points and said her own school record. Redeker first set the mark against Varpuse in the Salukis’ first game of the season.

The offensive guard was six of 10 from three-point range, adding six assists and four rebounds.

Redeker shot the ball extremely well and I have a great confidence in her game,” Scott said. “She is young and is just, get belief and bet­ter.

Amy Rakers, who was named the Southland Conference Player of the Week Tuesday, had game highs in both points (24) and rebounds (13).

All-American Smith joined Redeker and Rakers in double figures with 14 points. Smith also said no members of the coach­ing staff, including head coach Jim Calhoun, has been fined for the infractions, but he added that NCAA also will continue to investigate Illinois basketball.

N.C. State basketball coach Larry Mushok said the university will not appeal the sanctions.

The NCAA did not name any individuals in its ruling for san­ctions.

Becky French, an attorney for N.C. State, said the university failed to keep proper shoe and tick­et records and should be held responsible for that error.

“It was unfortunate that we did not put proper safeguards in earlier, but we obviously did not,” said Mushok. The infractions concern­ing the sale of tickets and shoes have been addressed, he said.

The NCAA spokesman said the violations were not willful, but no major punishment was expected. N.C. State coop­erated with the investigation and because the university has made provisions to correct the problems.

The book “Personal Fouls” by Peter Greenstock published earlier this year alleged widespread cor­ruption in the Wolfpack men’s basket­ball program.

Lakers rededicate way in women’s victory

By Greg Scott
Staff Writer

The Salukis women’s basket­ball team continued their domi­nance over Murray State Racers with a 77-68 victory at Racer Arena Tuesday. The Salukis are now 17-4 against Murray State and have won all but one of the games between the two teams. The Lady Racers lost 3:4 with the Salukis.

The Salukis shot 52.4 percent from the field and had three players scoring in double fig­ures.

“Our perimeter play was our key and it was,” Scott said. “We shot extremely well.”

Offensive guard Karric Redeker scored a career-high 22 points and said her own school record. Redeker first set the mark against Varpuse in the Salukis’ first game of the season.

The offensive guard was six of 10 from three-point range, adding six assists and four rebounds.

Redeker shot the ball extremely well and I have a great confidence in her game,” Scott said. “She is young and is just, get belief and bet­ter.

Amy Rakers, who was named the Southland Conference Player of the Week Tuesday, had game highs in both points (24) and rebounds (13).

All-American Smith joined Redeker and Rakers in double figures with 14 points. Smith
2 MEDIUM SUPER PEPPERONI
$899
or Large $1099
Loaded with pepperoni!
Original or Golden Crust.

LARGE SUPER PEPPERONI
$699
Loaded with pepperoni!
Original or Golden Crust.

FAMILY SPECIAL
$1499
Includes 1 large 4-topping pizza,
2 salad bars and 4-soft drinks.
Dine-in or take-out.

Please mention coupon when ordering. Delivery add $1. Limited delivery areas and times. Not valid with any other offer or coupon.

LARGE PIZZA
FOR MEDIUM PRICE
Your choice of any large pizza on
Golden Crust or Original.

MEDIUM SUPER COMBO
$999
10 GReat Toppings!

MEDIUM SPECIALTY
$799
Your choice: Six-topping Combo, Taco,
Humble Pie, Hot Stuff, or Vegetarian.
Original or Golden Crust.

MEDIUM MEATBALL
$799
Try our NEW meatball pizza!
Original or Golden Crust.

Please mention coupon when ordering. Delivery add $1. Limited delivery areas and times. Not valid with any other offer or coupon.

10 great toppings! Pepperoni, sausage, beef, ham, onion, mushroom, green pepper, black olives, tomato and extra cheese.

Expires 1/31/90
CLU607M/628L

Expires 1/31/90
CLU110

Expires 1/31/90
CLU531

Expires 1/31/90
CLU226M/129L

Expires 1/31/90
CLU105

Expires 1/31/90
CLU225M/129L

Expires 1/31/90
CLU612M/637L

Expires 1/31/90
CLU277M/114L
2 MEDIUM
4-TOPPER
$10.99
or Large $12.99

Loaded with pepperoni, sausage, onion and green pepper. Original or Golden Crust.

Please mention coupon when ordering. Delivery add $1. Limited delivery areas and times. Not valid with any other offer or coupon.

Expires 1/31/90
CLU612M/637L

$2.99
BUFFET

LUNCH — MON-FRI 11:00 AM-1:30 PM
DINNER — MIX-TUE 5:00-8:00 PM

All you can eat pizza, salad bar and dessert pizzas. Coupon good for up to 4 people. Dine-in only.

Please mention coupon when ordering. Not valid with any other offer or coupon. Offer good at participating restaurants.

Expires 1/31/90
CLU402U/415D

2 MEDIUM
SUPER PEPPERONI
$8.99
or Large $10.99

Loaded with pepperoni! Original or Golden Crust.

Please mention coupon when ordering. Delivery add $1. Limited delivery areas and times. Not valid with any other offer or coupon.

Expires 1/31/90
CLU607M/628L

GODFATHER'S PIZZA
LOCATIONS

CARBONDALE
1040 E. Walnut ........................ 529-3881

CAPE GIRARDEAU
2109 William .......................... 334-0165

PADUCAH
901 Joe Clifton Drive .................. 443-9848

POPLAR BLUFF
704 Valley Plaza
Shopping Center ........................ 686-1420

SIKESTON
1051 E. Malone Avenue ................ 472-0665

Godfather's Pizza
NOW HIRING DELIVERY DRIVERS

DRIVERS CARRY LESS THAN $20.00

WE DELIVER

DELIVERY CHARGE MAY APPLY.
LIMITED DELIVERY AREAS & TIMES

GPI907
Hot Stuff
Turn Up The Heat
More toppings. More taste.

Godfather's Pizza

Money-Saving Coupons Inside!
Super Combo Pizza
“TEN TOPPINGS!”
More toppings. More taste.
Arby's® Holly Days
Party Glass
is’ the season to
shop
wrap packages
shop
mail cards
bake cookies
go to parties
shop
hang stockings.....

Take a Break at Hardee's.

Let us do the cooking! We’ve got the food you love, and money saving coupons, just in time for the holidays!
Make your Holidays sparkle with Holly Stemware & Party Glasses from Arby's®
99¢ per Glass with each $1.00 purchase
Collect a Set.

Take a Break from Burger Boredom and Enjoy our Daily Specials.
No Coupons needed. No Limit.
Lunch or Dinner.
All specials include Bag of Fries and Medium Drink.

Monday - Chicken Breast Meal $2.49
Tuesday - Beef 'N Cheddar Meal $2.49
Wednesday - Country Fried Steak Meal $2.49
Thursday - Super Roast Beef $2.49
Weekend Choices - Regular Roast Beef Meal $1.99
(Fri. - Sat. - Sun.) - Giant Roast Beef or Chicken Cordon Bleu $2.99

925 Joe Clifton Dr.
Paducah, KY
(502) 443-1050

1301 N. Yale
Marion, IL
(618) 997-5040

1010 E. Main St.
Carbondale, IL
(618) 457-2825

1916 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, KY
(502) 554-7900

Arby's®
1314-E
EIGHT GREAT WAYS TO SAVE

**Hardee's Chicken Fillet Sandwich**

$1.79

Only 1 plus tax

Offer good thru January 14, 1990.

Two offers allowed per coupon.

Please present this coupon before ordering. One coupon per customer, per visit, please. Not good in combination with any other offer. Cash value 1/100 of 1 cent. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Offer good during regular lunch/dinner hours at participating Hardee's restaurants.


---

**Hardee’s 1/4 lb. Cheeseburger or Hot Ham 'N' Cheese™ Sandwich**

99¢

Only 1 plus tax

Offer good thru January 14, 1990.

Two offers allowed per coupon.

Please present this coupon before ordering. One coupon per customer, per visit, please. Not good in combination with any other offer. Cash value 1/100 of 1 cent. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Offer good during regular lunch/dinner hours at participating Hardee’s restaurants.


---

**Hardee’s Fisherman’s Fillet™ Sandwich**

$1.45

Only 1 plus tax

Offer good thru January 14, 1990.

Two offers allowed per coupon.

Please present this coupon before ordering. One coupon per customer, per visit, please. Not good in combination with any other offer. Cash value 1/100 of 1 cent. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Offer good during regular lunch/dinner hours at participating Hardee’s restaurants.
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---

**Hardee’s Sausage & Egg Biscuit or Bacon & Egg Biscuit**

89¢

Only 1 plus tax

Offer good thru January 14, 1990.

Two offers allowed per coupon.

Please present this coupon before ordering. One coupon per customer, per visit, please. Not good in combination with any other offer. Cash value 1/100 of 1 cent. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Offer good during regular breakfast hours at participating Hardee’s restaurants.
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---

**Hardee’s Big Roast Beef™ Sandwich**

$1.79

Only 1 plus tax

Offer good thru January 14, 1990.

Two offers allowed per coupon.

Please present this coupon before ordering. One coupon per customer, per visit, please. Not good in combination with any other offer. Cash value 1/100 of 1 cent. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Offer good during regular lunch/dinner hours at participating Hardee’s restaurants.
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---

**Hardee’s Canadian Rise & Shine™ Biscuit**

99¢

Only 1 plus tax

Offer good thru January 14, 1990.

Two offers allowed per coupon.

Please present this coupon before ordering. One coupon per customer, per visit, please. Not good in combination with any other offer. Cash value 1/100 of 1 cent. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Offer good during regular breakfast hours at participating Hardee’s restaurants.
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---

**Hardee’s Hamburger or Hot Dog**

49¢

Only 1 plus tax

Offer good thru January 14, 1990.

Two offers allowed per coupon.

Please present this coupon before ordering. One coupon per customer, per visit, please. Not good in combination with any other offer. Cash value 1/100 of 1 cent. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Offer good during regular lunch/dinner hours at participating Hardee’s restaurants.

0044 © Hardee’s Food Systems, Inc., 1989. A04

---

**Hardee’s Hamburger, Regular Fries & Small Soft Drink**

$1.00

Only 1 plus tax

Offer good thru January 14, 1990.

Two offers allowed per coupon.

Meal box not included. Not good in combination with any other offer. Cash value 1/100 of 1 cent. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Offer good during regular lunch/dinner hours at participating Hardee’s restaurants.

0044 © Hardee’s Food Systems, Inc., 1989. A04